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SILVER CITY,

VEST ON FINANCE.
The Senator from Missouri
Great Speech.

Makes a

He Shows thiit the Kepulillrana lire
badly Divided
J lie DumocruU
oil the Silver Question.

In a recent speech in the United
States senate, Senator George G. Vest,
of Missouri, said :
"We are now told that the Democratic
party is hopelessly divided upon the
question of the free coinage of silver.
In what, better condition are our Republican brethren? They dare not take the
issue into their own ranks in regard to
the free coinage of silver liecause they
know it would disintegrate and divide
their party hopelessly. They passed the
Sherman act to retain the votes of the
Silver Republicans from the western
states, and all the world knows it.
They afterwards were compelled from
the stress of public opinion in the
northern and middle stales to repeal
the law. Today they hold control of the
committees in the senate on account of
the same potent influence inside of their
own organization. The senator from
Colorado, Mr. Teller, frankly and in his
own manly anil emphatic way, told us
the oilier day that if the Committee on
Finance had not been organized in favor
of free coinage, no. committees would
have been appointed and no chairmanships made in the senate.
''No declaration could bo more emphatic and distinct. Now the struggle
of our republican friends is to evade
that issue, it' possible, and not to permit the general public of the United
States to ascertain that they are hopelessly divided, as they claim and as I
concede, the democratic party to be.
"Whatever the democratic party may
have omitted to do, it has never enacted
any law which it was compiled to come
More the people of the United States
. and admit to he vicious legislation, that
ought not to have been placed upon the
statute books. We are honestly divided
in regard to the free coinage of silver,
and it is atribute to the personal integrity of the individual composing the
democratic party that manhood and
pm Holism still exists in public life that
hose of us. who entertain an opinion
(i.fercnr from the President of the
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United States, the head of our party, coinage A silver.
come out boldly and unequivocally and
"I admit that the financial influence of
announce it.
the world is against silver, and, as a
"We are engaged now, all the people logical consequence,, capitalists were
thU country, and, if
of this country, in an irrepressible con- able to influenc
would
it whenever
possible,
intimidate
flict as irrepressible as that which
marched the armies of the north and they found that there was any approach
south in the Civil War. I trust thu to free silver coinage. They tolerated
arbitrament, may not be by violence. the act in 1878, but when the senator
Ohio gave his great name, worldI hope and lielieve that it will not
j from
but the conflict is just an irrepressible wide as a financier, to the Sherman act
and must be fought out to the last ex- of 1890, the capitalists of Eurojie said
tremity, between those of us who be- that the United Statu was going to a
lieve in retaining silver as a standard silver basis and they were determined
money of redemption and those who to withdraw their confidence from it.
believe in a single gold standard and Who doubts this proposition today?
the exclusion of silver and its me only Look at the condition of the country
as fractional coin. All atiemts to evade now.

I,

this issue are impossible. The sooner it
is settled the better for the tranquility
of the country, the better for the public
life of the land. Ttiow wh attempt to
evade it and who by the me of cant
prases such as "sound money" and tne
declaration that "iliis lunacy has passed
away," are guilty of absolute public
crime, if intelligent men, when they assume that the vut millions who believe in the tree coinage of silver will
ever concede thin ihey inv either dishonest or incompetent, to decide that
question."
Continuing, the senator said:
"I admit the proposition that the
civilized world is today under control of
the gold man. No man can visit Euroe
without know ing it. Go to Germany
and you will tí ml all the bankers and
capitalists and privileged classes in
favor of the single gold standard. Go
to England and, of course, they are for
the single gold standard I mean the
privileged classes, though there is alargo
bimetallic party in the British parliament. Go to Austria, and you will find
it struggling to get back to the gold
standard after having used a redeemable
paper money up to 1891, and in France
there is the same condition.
"Even there the people are opposed to
single gold standard, and the bankers
and capitalists are in favor of it. Go
to the great monied centers and you will
find all the great capitalists denouncing
the "silver craze" and the "silverluna-tic.s.- "
Go out among the people at large
and you will le profoundly astonished, in
the west and south particularly, to Hud
:in overwhelming majority of both pait-U- n
in (livor of

'le

fwe II' d Mtditnl'i'd

"The other day the chief executive

issued a proclamation in regard to for
eign affairs, asserting the Monroe doc
trine' and it win met with enthusiastic
acclamution from all sections and classes
of the country. What was .the response
from Great Britain? We heard the hostile guns even in this chamber, and the
tail of the British lion was twisted in a

corner of this chamber until the royal
animal howled like a wliipjed cur. But
did Enhind rrMind with .. shot and
battleships?
shell ami wUt slioke in
Oh, no! She responded w it li small h1- lets of paper called American securities
that were poured upon the New íork
market, A panic was created. Stocks
fell, and now look at the sequel. The
president of the United States thought
proper and rightly, and patriotically
and what I complain of is that he did
not come to the conclusion Isafore to
offer to the highest bidder the bonds the
government which he is altout to sell to
maintain the gold reserve.
"Two syndicates had been formed in
New York, made up. of .capitalists. It
is said in this morning's . papers that
one of those syndicates, with Mr. Morgan at its head, had hoarded f 400,000,
000 of gold. What is the answer to the
president's proclamation. Wall street
is dissatisfied. Wall street will not
have it. The .syndicate has hoarded
gold and we cannot have a popular loan
in the United States. Could anything
lie more hunnlating?
Could anything
be more in shape of national dishonor?
This great country,, with 70,000.000 of
most intellectual and progressive )wo-pl- e
in the world, with a continent for its
inheritance, throttled and manacled by
111'1 l?fM lM"V
In.'1 When
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we unertake to establish a foreign policy,
when we undertake to protect our
financial system, we are met by
these men with the ukase of autocrats
'we have the gold, and we intend to
make you sell us your bonds at our
price.' War would not be a greater
I heartily indorse the sentiment in the President's message that no
greater calamity can come to a people

than

"It is one of the chiefest regrets of my
public life that I have been forced,
against my inclination, into antagonism
with the head of my party. I make no
apology for saying that I believe the
principles of the Democratic party are
necessary for the welfare of this country
and that anything which looks toward
its disorganization or weakening is detrimental to the public good.
"So believing, never, never in all my
life have I been countered with so much
as when I was compelled to
part with the head of my party upon
this financial question, and not only
with him, but with my personal friend,
the Secretary of the Treasury, with
whom my relations have always been of
the most cordial description.
"But it was impossible for me to remain a senator upon this floor, with my
ideas of representation, and do otherwise than I have done.
Whatever
might have been my personal opinion,
an enormous majority of the people who
sent me here are the friends of silver
coinage. No constitutional
question
was involved, for I have always held
that no constituency or legislature
could instruct me to violate the Constitution as I understood it, but on ques-tioof policy they have the right. If I
had not been in favor of the free coinage of silver I would have given place to
on who could have come hero and represented the democrats of Missouri
faithfully and honestly," St Louis
self-regr-

22, 1896

cially with the American states which
use silver in trade and as a measure of
value in their domestic transactions.
So far as this country is concerned, war
with Great Britain would inevitably
change the course of trade, would build
up an American system in competition
with the European.
These results
would be of the greatest benefit to this
country and to all the American states,
The reason we have not had an American system in commerce nnd money is
that our peuple have been hoodwinked
by the sophistry of foreign reasoning,
or overridden by the money power of
Lombard and Wall streets. It is to be
hoped that a race of statesmen will rise
up who will comprehend what America's
true interests are, and will have the virtue to insist on such policies as will give
them recognition. Pacific Coast Bullion.
The Right of Statehood.
Whether Speaker Reed said lie was
opposed to the admission of Arizona
and New Mexico because it would in- crease the silver forces in the senate,
it is probable that he entertains that

Talks With it Manicure,
As cold weather approaches women
try to devise means for preventing hands
and lips from chapping.
An excellent remedy to prevent chapping is cold cream.
The manicure said to a reporter that

it whitens the skin more than any other
preparation. It has taken the place of
the oldtime remedy mutton suet.
Tt should be well rubbed into the skin
and gloves preferably white slipped
on.

The palms of the gloves should be slit
in several places to allow the air and
prevent cramps of the muscles, and the
finger tips clipped off.
Vaseline should never be allowed to
touch the hands.
It turns the skin yellow and leaves a
stain on the nails that is hard to clear
away.
In winter cold water should be used
sparingly.
New Kant California

Train,
On Oct. 29 the Santa
Fe route will inaugúrale new and strictly

limited

people of those territories to keep them
in a condition of servitude to the national government because they bold certain views upon an economic question.
The chief thing to be considered in connection wi h the admission of a new
state is the right of its people to self gov-- !
The east has no right to keep
a state out because it does not agree
sentiment in regard to a
particular proposition. Denver Repub
lican.

first-clas-

ser-

s

vice lo southern Cali-

fornia. The California
limited will leave Chicago at 6 p. m. reaches
L.08 Angulos
in three
s and San Francisco
three and one-ha- lf
davs. A savin? nf half
a day's lime froin this station
pondingly reduced. Equipment will
C0,"iUt
8Ul)U1rb "ew vestibule Pull-..- ..
man palace and compartment sleeper,
V
corres-eriiine-

,'

cllllip

,,f .....

,jÍM.,.(

,,,.,,

.

without change.
This will be the fastest and most luxurious Muvii-- via a y line to California,
Another daily train will carry through
Foraker for Silver,
palace- sleeper and tourist sleeper to Sun
CoMmiifs, Jan. 13, The two houses Francisco and tourist sleeper to Los
Angeles as at present. For full particu-lar- s
of the joint legislature today, in joint
inquire oí
H. ,M. Steckkr,
12
o'loik,
continued
re
the
session, at
Agont.
peetive acts of yesterday electing J. B.
Foraker United States senator for the
AGENTS toioilolt
term to liegin March 4, 1897.
orden by temple for our
In a speech following the election
Wool Ptnti to order $3.
" 6ulti " " $16.
Foraker said he believed in bimetallism,
" Overeoati " $12.
lie declared the demonetization of silBig Inducements to the
ver was the greatest mistake ever made
right partus. Addrcu
by the world. He would, however,
GUARANTEE TAILORING Co
have one dollar as good as another.
Ormd t.,N. V.
II
A ml'.' loa

The Remit of War,
War with Great Britain will have some
good effects. For a time at least it
would destroy the power of the Roths-chilin our 'financial affairs. The
world's clearing house In London, fur
the convenience of the world, would be
suspended so far as America is concerned, and it might have the effect of
establishing one for American commerce
WHITSON-LEITC- H
in this country. No more gold would be
shipped to Great Britain to pay trade
balances, or interest on securities, as
war interrupts all such transactions.
As we would be relieved from the monetary hypnotism of Lombard street,
EL PASO, TEXAS,
ALBUQUKHQCJi,
A'. A.,
we would probably have no dilflculty in
ll'J San Fiaucitco St.
tOS lluihuad Aterue.
embarking on free coinage of silver for
our own uses. War would scop the use Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom thev have dealt.
of money in European commerce. It
Tuning of Pianos la Grant county attended to.
would place us In closer relations commer
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos,
ds

CLARK- -

MUSICCO.

4.

THE
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The large plate glass for the front of
the Kidd building arrived on Monday
and will soon be put in place by the
Newsy Notes of Happenings Purely contractors, Laizure & Grabe, complet
ing the repairs of the damage done by
Local.
the flood of last summer to that building.
YV i ioi.ksa LK a n (1 R ETA i L
two
of
The
glass
panes
of
same
are
the
Which
ruragriiplu
Grlit of Readable
dimensions, each 6 feet by 11. feet.
hoold Njt be Overlooks !
The United States government utilizes
Br our Reader!
telephone poles in this city to post notices upon, signed by the postmaster
U. S. district court next Monday week. general calling
for bids for carrying the
Lent begins this year on February 18th. the mail between Silver City and Moin
The ladies' leap year Japanese party gollón, by Cliff and Graham, a distance
of 93 miles, daily, except Sunday. The
Friday, February 7th.
Chicago Indy quartet Tuesday and contract to be awarded on the 20th of
Wednesday venings, January 28 and 29. this month for a term beginning April 1,
1896 and ending June 30, 1898.
The small boy and the kite has been
AND
The Silver City kindergarten opened
a noticeable combination here for the
room
Monday
on
sample
morning
at
the
past week.
of the Treinon house, w ith a large atEd. Dalrymple and Miss Alice Hall
of the smaller children of the
were married on Sunday, January 19, tendance
who appear to be delighted
community,
1896, in this city.
their experience so far. There is
with
Again The Eagmc rises to remark that
everv reason to believe that the Misses
Silver City enjoys the moHt perfect
Matthews will make a success of the
climate in the world.
school and will be entitled to great credLocal sporting people are now .talking it for the establishment of an institution
"prize fight" anent the coming carnival that has long liven needed in thix city.
DRY GOODS,
El Puso is just too mean for anything.
of that elevating amusement at El Paso
No objection is raised to th accession, to
CLOTHING,'
next month. .
of that city of the brines
population
the
The date of Special services at the
BOOTS and SHOKS,
Mcthidist church i not yet fixed; lie v. and bullies, rough and toughs, thieves
hobos attracted by the carnival of
and
Mr. Mysonheitner has promised to come
HATS and CAPS,
month, hut
so noon as he closes his work at El Paso. brutality to occur there next
NOTIONS &c.
w hen respectable health seekers desirThe Gospel in song and sermon will be
with
that element,
ing to evade contact
presented at the Methodist church next
propine to come to Silver City and are
Sunday morning and night. All who do met with lies about our ineom parame Carry the Largest
not ntlend elsewhere are invite' to these climate and adviseu to "retain meir
rooms for their return the next day,
services.
STOCK Ol GROCERIES ;
weenter a most emphatic protest.
If you see it in The Eaoi.k it's so.
The attention of the city marshal is
This paper is not given to sensational
in Southern New Mexico,
to the fact that a bWk and white
called
jounalisni nor to publishing "boom"
which an unsophistimining reports which are not properly liovine, of the eex
liny in Carload, Lots and.
city girl designated as a "gentlecated
authenticated.
man cow" apjiears to enjoy the freedom
It is reported that S. E. Bretherton,
will not be undersold.
of the street! of the city at all hours.
who made a success of the Ivanhoe
lie
For fear that that officer may not
smelter is negotiating for the Flagler
able to find the animal we will state that
smelting plant in in this city with a
it is frequently seen on theYankie street
view of starting it up again.
sidewalk, near llinman's furniture store
Dan. McKenzie, an old time miner of and sometimes with its head in the
of the grain and feed store of
tins county died at Pinos Altos, last Mon- back door
M. K. White, president of the city
day evening, January 20th and was
buried there yesterday. He was about
The magic lantern entertainment at
50 years of age and respected by his asNewcomb hall, last Saturday afternoon
sociates.
was attended by 180 children ami 25
CITY NATIONAL
Only meager reports have been re- adults. The lanterns were managed by SILVER
ceived from the gold fields on Blue creek Harry Kelly, Perry Crawford, Benny
BANK UL0CK,
in Arizona, mention of which wan made Moses and Valliu Rosenberg.
The childin Tiik Eaci.k last week, and a grand ren seemed to enjoy the show inmensu-ly- . Broadway,
Dullard and
rush to the new diggings is not recomThe receipts were $20, and as Mr. Texas Streets,
mended until further advices,
Newcomb donated the use of the hall
Geo. D. Jones has contracted for 1000 there were no expenses. This sum will
SILVER CITY. N. M.
hogs for next fall delivery, which he be applied to the purchase of a chancel
will pack in bacon and manufacture rail for the Episcopal church, contributunder the
lard to supply the home demand. When ed by the St. Stephen'sGuild, entertainauspices of which society the
all such products are produced at hum
ment, was given. Koliert Black made
and the money distributed among our happv aljonl thirty of the little folks by
own' people prosperity will dawn upon distributing that' numler of. tickets
wliirli Iih p'tfcha-ehis ection.

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

GltLETT &S0W

MERCHANTS;

Jobbers and uDealers
Staple and Fancy
GROCERIES

PROVISIONS

CIGARS

and TOBACCO,

,

Only the freshest, best
and choicest brands
of all goods.

,

,

attention
given to Mail Orders.
Special

The' Finest Mail.
Grocery in the West.

d.

.
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If vou want a first class Mexican cigar
F. M. Prescott, formerly probate judge
any other kind just give me a call. 1
or
of this county, now of Pueblo, Colorado
1 can piease you t me muic
think
and a frequent visitor was here on
Prop.
Mention of People You Do and Do
Mon-la- v
Not Know.
Don't sleep cold, as Hinman has just
Assessor T. N. Childers returned
six
a
recieved a large assortment of those
after
Missouri,
from Seneca,
Downaline Comforts. At from $2.50 to
mothand
aged
father
his
to
weeks visit
Other Interesting Mutter Which Can Be 4. each.
..
I
i ,
rr says
rnvtla
' it
tue
lurmimw
ne
pwio
er.
nut
Read With Profit By Alt Our
Mike Hughes, an old time miner is in of this section know nothing about the
Townspeople.
from Mogollón to visit hia family resid- distress of hard times.
ing here, and to seek work in a nearer
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Stockton came in
by camp.
J. C. Rutherford has gone to Clifton,
from Mule Springs, last Thursday and
A choice line of candies, fruits, nuts Mrs. Stockton went by train on Friday
Arizona.
&c. always on hand at the sto'.
morning to Fort Thomas, Arizona, near
Freeh candies every day at Martin
15AXTEH ulBllOP,
which place her daughter, Mrs.' 15. HenProp.
Matter's.
derson was dangerously ill. Mr. StockS. E. Bretherton and family are now
The Silver City piano club has been
ton receiving a telegram from his wife
residents of Silver City.
organized and Paderewski will in the
to the effect that Mrs. Henderson was
look out for his
Best Kansas patent flour for sale at near future have to
belter on Monday returned home.
laurels- Martin malier s.
Notice,
Irwin Carvil writes to his father, from
R. H. Thielmann was down from
Morenci that he is getting along nicely
Pinos Altos on Saturday.
The Regular Annual Meeting for the
and im provine as rapidly as could be election of ollicers of the Grant County
B. A. Knowles, of Deminp was an ar
Charity Hospital Society will be held at
expected.
rival by yesterday's train.
the Hospital at 2 p. m., Tuesday, FebRev. C. L. Bovard, superintendent of ruary 11th, 1891!. All ladies of Grant
Don't read your neighbor's paper but
this Methodist Mission, will hold the County who are interested in charitable
subscribe lor Hie jaole.
next Quarterly meeting at Silver City work are cordially invited to become
Horace Hooker, of the Mangas has
members of the Society.
February 9th.
Alma J. Foster, Pres't.
been in town several days.
'
Louis Abraham lias diuposed of his
Ckna Cosurove, Sec.
David Tulloch, of the White Signal
barber.shop here and will remove with
district was in town on Monday.
his family to Clifton, Arizona to engage
W. P. Doyle, a prosperous Upper Gila in business there.
'
.:
ranchman was in town on Friday.
If vou hav'nt smoked a Capt. Marryat.
Dealers in
Roeso Johnson, of Mogollón was
you had belter try one, have just rec'd
'
Baxter Bishop,
them at the store
guest at the Southern last Friday.
Eggs, Butter, Tobacco,
Prop.
A. E. Dawson and C. II. Curtis, of
B. F. Goocii and family returned Mon
Hanover were in the city on Friday.
Vegetables.
day from an extended visit to friends in Cigars, Fruits
F. J. Davidson and Frank Bell were
on
Texas, and drove out to their home
in town yesterday from Pinos Altos.
Silver City, N. N.
Bullard Street,
the Mimbres yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. T. N. Hawkins, of WalC. H. Munoon was in town on Saturnut creek were in the city on Monday.
day. He is still quite weak from his re
W. H. Decker, Central's
popular cent illness and reports that Mrs. Mun-8o- u
school teacher was in town on Saturday.
is slowly recovering.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Rodgers were in
Mrs. L. L. Bailey, of Canon City, Colfrom their Lone Mountain home on orado, wife of the asBayer of the Deep
Monday.
Down company at Mogollón is in the
Home cured hams and Imeon the city, a guest at the Southern hotel.
finest ever put up in the county at Geo.
"Bridling the Tongue," will be the
D. Jones City Market.
subject of both discourses next Sunday,
C. C. Hall of Albuquerqno was shakat the Episcopal church, by Rev. Edward
ing hands with his many friends here
S.Cross. All are cordially invited.
on Monday,
J. II. Jackson, of Nevada, Missouri, a
Brintr your iob work to Tub Eaoi.r of
seeker is a guest at the Broadway
health
fice. It will bedone neatly, promptly and
'
Mr. Jackson is a member of a prominent
at reasonable rates.
John Clark, one of the owner of the mercantile firm In that MiHao.u i cuy,
F. It. Brown, of Denver, the new man
CopjHT Ross mine was in town, from
HAMMOND,
Ivanhoe several days in the past week. ager of the Deep Down mining properMonday's
in
on
Mogollón
came
ties
BAR-LOC- K
at
A full line of children's ladies' and
AND
gents' shoes in stock, at lowest prices, train nnd went out to that camp yesterat Borenstein Uro?.' Ton cent stove.
BENSMORE.
day; E. M. Easting of Denver aecom
NEW, 8100. DELIVERED ANYWHERE.
J. J. Sheridan went to Iludsons' panying him.
SECOND HAND, 10 TO rs,
Hot Springs, Peeking re'ief from rheumJames N. Edmondson, an attorney at Typewriters
repaired j old machines taken
atism, last week, returning yesterday, law of Dallas, Texas and his brother, S. In trade for new typewriters
or bicycles.
of
supplies.
line
Full
Everything guaranteed
F, K. Wyman, of the Deming pre B. Edmoudson, of Chicago are in the by us.
sampling works came up on Sunday's city, the latter gentleman being an inPINNEY & ROBINSON,
train and went to Pinos Altos Monday valid seekin; benefit from the superior
Bicycles, Typewriters nnd IMioto Stock.
They
enjoyed
here.
climatic conditions
on business, returning to Deining
H N. fceound Ave. PHtKNIX. ARIZONA.
are stopping at the Broadway.
Established lis;.

PERSONAL

PALAVER.

I

1

Biggs &Whitehill

6

-

Typewriters

-
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Obituary.

Silver City, N. M. J"-'-- 14,
1890, Harry VV. Herbert,
ative of
Newcastle, Delaware, aged 28 year.-- .
Just two mon tin ago Mr. Herbert ac
companled by his sister, Mina Kate M.
Herbert, came to this city, in the last
stages of consumption seeking benefit
from the climate of this section, but us
is so often the case had delayed coming
until it wa too late. A letter to Mr. S.
H. Eckles, of this city, formerly of Newcastle and a friend of the family, from
the family physician, states that he hud
recommended his coming a year ago.
Mr. Herbert telonged to a very prominent family in the state of Delaware,
his father, who died last Augtut having
been state treasurer, was an intímale
friend of embassador Bayard and Senator Gray, of that state and was prominent in masonic circles am' as an odd
Ded

At.

11

''

lKüti.

close of the festiviti es preceding Lent.
Over 200 invtiations have been issued to
ladies only, who will invite their escorts
it being a leap year event in which
the "Lords of creation" will be guests of
the "New Women."
Only ladies and gentlemen habilitated
in some form of Japai i se costume will
be permitted to participate in the dance,
but provision is made for the accommodation of spectators, many of whom will,
doubtless, avail thenuelves of the opportunity of witnessing the gay scanes
on the floor. Spectators will
be
requested to take seats in the gallery.
In a Sleigh Willi Molly.

Stars went spinning round
Over hills of holly ;

so

fast

Life seemed all too sweet to last
In a sleigh with Molly !

Snow on all the roads that day:
Teamsters lost and jolly !
Mr. Herbert, by his quiet, unassuming
Hut my heart it found the way
manners had endeared himself to a
In a sleigh with Molly!
largo number of friends during h'u brief
residence in this city who sincerely Ked cheeks, where the rones W;
Tell me kissin's folly?
mourn his untimely death. Miss Kale
Herbert, devoting herself to the care of Didn't look that wav lo me
In a sleigh with Molly!
her brotuer formed but a limited
in our city, but those who
The American Savings and Loan assohad that pleasure test ify to her womanly
fellow.

gruces and devoted attachment to her
stric&eu brotiier and all unite in tendering to tier their heartfelt sympathy.
Mr. Edwin Herbert, a brother arrived
on Saturday's train from Newcastle and
on Sunday morning's train the remains,
nor row oura I mil
Hccnni jriiiiiipil liv
lnr
. tin'
and sister, were shipped to that place
for burial.
A Flue Olllre.

At the extensive mercantile establishment of Max Schuu, by the utilization
of a part of the fixtures of the old Meredith it Ailman bank, which were also
used in the defunct First national bank,
the finest store office ever devised in
Silver City has been constructed. The
ollice is located on the south side of the
front of the grocery department in
about the same position that the fixtures
were placed when used in the bank.
It is so constructed that every department of the store is easily accessible,
and with the large fire proof vault immediately in the rear of the ollice no
more perfect anaigcment could be
planned, Besides the proprietor, who
can always be found at his desk, Mr.
Hymau Abraham, the eiliuie.it bookkeeper, who is also city treasurer, attends to his duties in that ollice.

ciation, of Minneapolis, Minnesota,
w hich tit one time had
a branch ollice
here and still collects money from investors in the coi.cern has lieen, by
order of the courts there, placed in the
hands of a receiver Major W. D. H tle
having been appointed to that ollice.
The application for a receiver alleged
illegal invesmenls, fraud, extravagance
and iinb nineis like m i lavement and
violation of the state laws governing
such corporations. This will be of in
terest to residents of this city holding
stock of the association.
An arlist with a paint brush struck
the town lust week and has been kept
busy painting new signs and painting
over old ones. He is surely an ad e t as
he does not stop to outline the work,
but dashes it off with a free hand, using
cither right or left as occasion may
and his work compares favorably
with the studied effort of a lesi practiced artist. Among those who have
had attractive signs painted are: Geo.
D. Jones, city market; V. L. Jackson
Co., drugstore; A. S. Goodell, Old
man corral snd the Broadway hotel.

&

The Chicago Lady Quartette, who gave
a very fine entertainment here two years
ago, will appear at Morrill opera house
January 28th and 29th under the auspices of the Episcopal church society.
Don't fail to hear them. Reserved seats

The IjIIV Jupaneie rrtjr.
The ladies of the Silver social club arc $l,atPorterfield's.
preparing to make the Japanese party,
The final vote on the place of holdof which they have the exclusive maning the national democratic convention
agement the great social event of the stood, Chicago 26; St. Louis, 21. It
ea on a filling social triumph at the win the 2H:h bid lot.

Clienp Metropolitan

Papers.

There is no excuse nowadays for" a citizen failing to subscribe for a great metropolitan newspaper in addition to taking his own county paper. The "Twice-a- week" Republic of St. Louis, which
credited with the largest circulation of
any weekly paper, is only $1 a year, and
for this uní il sends two papers a week,
or 104 papers a year less than one cent
each. The weekly contains the la'st and
brightest news condensed from the daily
paper, together with a well assorted collection of reading matter and useful information. A popular feature in its columns next year will le the speeches of
prominent men in the presidential-campaignThese will be given almost in
full. A reader of the "Twicea-Week- "
Republic will always be abreast of the
times, for no paer has greater news
gathering facilities.
TheDuilvand Sunday Republic, can
now lie had by mail for a little more
than one cent and a half a day, or 6 a
year, when paid in advuncf. Though
this paKT has greatly reduced its price,
it has increased its" value twofold by
adding many valuable features.
.

A Malt

Agent'

8

Experience.

Louis D. Brennecke, Wallhalla, S. ('.,
hud Rheumatism for fifteen years, and
during that time had never lieen free
from pain. He tried the Hot Springs
and physicians without benefit. After
taking two (Kittles of Drummoiid's
Lightning Remedy he wrote that he
was free from pain', and able lolake sevIf you want a cure,
eral long walks
send $5 to the Druniniond Medicine Co.,
48 Maiden Lane. New York, and they
will ship to your express address two
month's treatment.
large bottle-o- ne
Agents Wanted.

Broadway Hotel
This Favorite Hotel has
been completely relittcd
and is iirst class in
every particular.
Sample Room in Connection.

A.

Abraham,
I'roprieort,

BROADWAY RESTAURANT.
Under Broadway Hotel.

Everything New and Elegant.

Meals at all hours, day and

night.
Oysters, fish and game

in season.

The best meals in the city.
Jim On,
Chef and Manager.

'
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8200 Reward.
race.
see nothing in the depredations of a
On or
WhuMM. heretofore,
Were half the power that fills the couple of murderous apaches in an iso
lated section to indicate "a general out- about tin 20th day of December, A. D.
world with terror:
a man, sometimes canea w imam
Were half the wealth bestowed on break in the spring." These dispatches 1895,
Keed, and at other times called Thomas
are sont over the telephone lina from Heed, was murdered in the county of
camps and courts,
Given to redeem tin human mind Graham to this place and repeated by Grant and territory of New Mexico by
from error,
wire from here. Thii telephone service Tiburcio Lujan and Abran Lujan who
now fugitivies from justice; and
There were no need of arsenals or has been of, great benefit to those en areW
iiereas, it appears mat. me soon it
.
gaged in business at either end and upon
forts.
f
I'diintv bus made nnlisiial ef
The warrior's name should be a name the line and will continue to be, but the forts to arrest the said murderers, but
management will display good judg- has been unable to do so.
abhorred!
Now, therefore, in pursuance oí the
And every nation that should lift ment in preventing the distribution of authority in me vested, and at the resensational dispatches calculated todeter quest of the sheriff and district attorney
again
Its hand against a brother, on its people from going to the Mogollón moun of the said county of Grant, I today
tains for fear of Indians, when there is offer a reward of $200 each for the arforehead
rest of these murderers; said reward
Should wear forevermore the curse no reasonable ground for such fear.
to be payable out of any money in the
Should there occur any general out- territorial treasury appropriated for reof Cain !
break of the Indians in the spring it will wards for the 40th fiisal year, upon the
Down the dark future, through long
then be time enough to herald it to the arrosi and delivery of each of the said
generations.
criminals to the sheriff of Grant county.
world, instead of alarming people with
The reward heretofore offered for the
The echoing sounds grow fainter and
t
11
uniounut'u predictions oi what mav arrest and conviction of the "unknown
then cease ;
happen.
murderers of William Reed" is hereby
And like a bell, with solemn, sweet
revoked and suspended, and, for the
identification of the
vibrations,
more perfect
; Mux Front's Sucreiwor.
parties wanted, the following descripI hear once more tin voice of Christ
tion is given : "Tiburcio Lujan, aged
say, "Peace!"
Ross, the new secretary about 20 years; weight, 130 pounds;
Peace ! and no longer from its brazen of the New Mexico Bureau of. Immigra- height, five feet, eight or nine inches;
mustach;
tion, has already entered upon the ac- light complexion; small
portals
speaks English fluently ; lias had bis
tive
discharge
his
of
duties.
He
intends,
The blast of war's great organ shakes
left ankle broken and somewhat lame;
as soon as possible, to prepare for pub- a sore marks the ulace iswhere ankle was
the skies!
But Iteautiful as songs of the humor lication a pamphlet on the mining re- broken.
Abran Lujan is aged almut 28 years;
sources of New Mexico.
tals,
The
of the bareau, both in the weight about 140 pound; height, about
action
The holy melodies of love arise.
fiva feet, seven or eight inches; small
matter of selecting
Ross lieard over face; dark complexion.
Longfellow.
for its secretary and in deciding fo issue
it newel I) my hand and llie great real
of the Territory of New Mexico at the
forthwith a mining pamphlet, seems to
Ih There OccrhIoii for
executive olfice on this, the 8th day
meet the cordial approbation of all who
day of January, A. 1).
Through special dispatches to the St
have given the subject consideration.
W. T. Thorsto.v,
(Seal.)
Louis
and other new
The qualifications of
Ross
of Territory of New Mexico.
Governor
pupers there has been conveyed the im
for the position are too well known to By the Governor:
pression that the whole Mogollón section
Lohion Mn, ucit,
need a word of comment. Clearly he is
Secretary of New Mexico.
is overrun by Indians, and that great
the right man in tha right place. The
alarm prevails among the settlers there.
s
people
are particularly glad
Tug Eaolk representativa has mudo
to welcome him back to Santa Fe. New
special afforts to ascertain the truth in
Mexican.
regard to the foundation for such disThe Optic is pleased to note that the
patches and has made inquiry of those
Edtraveling the road between this city and kindiy, old, deserving,
Mogollón, and has found nothing to just- mund (i. Koss came, as secretary of the
PROPRIETORS.
ify the impression conveyed in the dis- Territorial immigration bureau. Las
Vegas
Optic.
patches referred to. Prom conversation
t:

(it-ant-

....

I?

Globe-Democr-

18.

at

here-about-

TEN CENTSTORE

with Mr. Siggins and others who had
visited thesceneof the murder of Snow
which was doubtless the work of the
Apachesr-- it
is evident that not mora
than three and probably no moro than
two were engaged in it. From many signs
found it was apparent that these few
had been in the vicinity for a bug
time and this was their first depredation.
That these two or three Indians may
still be prowling around the same section is probably true, but that there is
any basis for the supposition that "Kid."
and his band are marauding in that section is not true. Neither is it true that
there is any general alarm. The stage
is passing daily over the road, as are
freight teams and othar travelers, with
no more apprehension of danger from
Indians than has been felt at any time
for months past.
"Old timers" here

Dealers in
The Hoard of Immigration was forDRY goods anil CLOTHING,
tunate in securing the efficient aid of
Ex. Gov. Ross as the secretary of the
and
association. No better selection could
have been made. Enterprise,
ClIILDKENS' SHOKS. GLASS

ladies', 'cents'

ns

Muxle In

the Air.

One afternoon last week, while the gentle zephyrs were giving Silver City an
imitation of the prevailing winds of the
"Queen of the Plains," a murmur high
in the air, like the song of a miiiad of
bees was beard nearPortertield's comer,
causing the newsgatherer to investigate
with the result of discovery of two chínese kites of the musical variety, which
were singing like birds, apparently to
the great edification of the chínese flying
them and the whole 'population of the
Chinese section of the city adjacent,

WAKE
On

anil CROCKERY.
Bullurd St.
To Oillett

L.

Next
A

Door

Son.

J. SMITH

General Repair Shop.
Bicycles, Guns

and Revolvers

Promptly Repaired.
Rutes Reasonable.
Yankle ft. Stive

City. N.

M,
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SANTA

FE HAPPENINGS.

Bryan, the Silver Tongued Orator,
Visits the Ancient.

are seeking the place, but it is asserted
on good authority that neither will refuse to serve the party in- - that
capacity in case of his selection by the
committee as both men feel that tney
are uiiiler great obligations to the party.

Or at
Srlt of Republican Klitorlaln The intelligence that Czar Reed has
Ground Out by a Santa Fe Mar.
issued an imperial ukase to the effect
tyr Lwt Week.
that St. Catron's hill for tho admission

7

tract of land as Eeavis sought to establish his title to before the court of Private Land Claima. He has indulged in
the most extravagant essertions, even
going so far as to assert that be could
bribe the court of hind claims.
Since the close of the trial of the Peralta grant case before the court bere,
Iteavis has been confinad at the territorial penitentiary, but has been allowed to come to town frequently. He
has not been obliged to don the attire of
convicts as he has not yet been convicted of any crime, but was simply confined at the penitentiary for safe keeping.
It may be asserted, without fear of contradiction, that Iteavis attenpted the
biggest steal of moderm times and he is
is in great danger of spending the remainder of his days in prison.

of New Mexico to the union shall not
Sa.vta Fk, Jan. 20. A public reception become a law at this of session congress,
was given to. Hun. W. J. Bryan, the has caused some consternation among the
great silver advocate, at the residence of friends of the man of "Brains and ener
Governor Thornton last Saturday even- gy" but, of course, all our delegate has
ing. Many oí the leading citizens of to do is to say that the bill must go
Santa Fe were present and met the dis- through and it will go. He isn't in the
tinguished silver advocate. He left last the habit of having his plans thwarted
evening for El Paso and the Pecos val- by such men as Reed. The decision of
Reed that the New Mexico admission
ley.
Considerable editorial space was de- bill should not pass has raised McKin-le- y
stock here very preceptibly and it is
voted last week in the republican papera
rather
Silver City Water Works.
doubtful whether Catron can seof the territory to the deplorable defeat
J. H. Fostkr,
of Sergeant Max Frost in his engage- cure Reed delegates to the St.. Louis E. B. Foster,
Proprietor.
Manager.
ment with the enemy in this city lust convention in the face of the opposition
A. F. NiciioL,
of
McKinley
the
and
the
republicans
Monday. It is now rumored thata numResident Superintendent.
ber of these editorials were written in free Silver republicans who do not look
NOTICE.
Santa Fe and some of them sound as if with favor on the candidacy of Reed.
I have this day appointed Mr. A. F.
Prospect ivc republican otfice holders Nichol Resident Superintendent of the
they might have been written by a man
authority
who recently occupied the position of are already laying plans to go to the Silver City Water Works with
to run and operate the same, and collect
republican
convention and and receipt for all rentals and accounts
secretary of the Bureau of Immigration, national
but who, unluckily for him, was deposed some of them are confident that they due us.
E.B.Foster,
Manager.
wilt be appointed to office about the 5th Jan. 13, 1800.
on the Kith of January, I8flli.
it is said that Ethiopians, as a race, oí March next year.
Do You Want a Good Itunrli.
The United States grand jury, which
are superstitions, but it appears that the
A first c ass ranch in the vicinity of
late M'cretary of the Bureau of linmi luid been investigating the case of James
the man who Aztec San Juan Co., N. M., offered at a
gration either does not share this race Addison Peralta-Heavibargain. Farm tools and stock included,
superstition or he overlooked the fact claimed over 12,000,000 acres of land in Sheep takitn us part payment. If you
that the meeting of the bureau was called ibis territory ami Arizona, under what mean business, Tun Eaui.h, Silver City.
on the 13th of the month and on blue i known as the Peralta grant, returned N. M., is prepared ;o give you u bargain.
Monday at that. Before the battle he live indictments against Reavis last Sat Write i.o.v ft.rpiiriirulars.
did noble work in his own interest but urday morning. Mr. Mall G. Reynolds
I DEA SSSSlSK.
the Futes bail decreed that he should has bren employed by the guvvriiment WANTED-A- N
to patent? Protect your ideas ; theymay
meet his Waterloo and Jie met it, but to prosecute this case on account of the thingbrinS you wealth. Write JOHN WKDDElt- CO., 1'atent Attorneys, wasnington,
not iin'.il after he had attempted to avoid fact that, as an attorney of the court of BUKN
Ü. C, for tbulr $1,800 prize offer.
familiar
became
the enemy until he saw that further ab private laud claims, he
with all. of the details of the Peralta
sence would be worse than useless.
Although he was assured at the meet' grant case and is undoubtedly more coning that his advice would have not the versant with all of the records and testislightest weight with the majority of mony brought out in this the boldest
the members present, it appears that he attempt on record to get possession of a
cannot refrain from saying something vast tract of land without any show of
through the newspapers, but he might title whatever extept what was bused on
as well cease worrying and remaining forgery and perjury.
awake nights wondering what the BuThere are, in the vaults in the govern
reau of Immigration is going to do with- ment building here, records and papers
which have been gathered after many
out him.
As the time for the meeting of the ter- months of lesearch in this country, Mex
ritorial democratic committee draws ico and Spain tending to show that the
nearer it becomes more and niore ap- claim of Reavis is utterly without found
parent that the chairman will be a San- tion. The government has secured the
ta Fe man and that either Sectetary attendance of witnesses from California
Vi;-.u.Miller or Surveyor General Easley will who will testify as to the birth of Mrs.
.. jr. w
ft ...
be selected.
It has been urged, and Reavis, through whom Reavis sought to
justly too, that the chairman of the ter- establish his claim to the great grant
ritorial committee ought to be a resi- It is expected that the trial will be comdent of the territorial capital and this is menced in a few days and the result will
..'it K a itruul iluul
v.... 'if litruut
by
generally admitted
democrats I...
FARGO & CO. mpm.
oí me
in
History
tiio
.Never helore
throughout the territory. It has been
,T CHCAGt
,M.t00 MAK
known for some months that Chairman country bus an attempt been made by Fo. Sale by
Crist would resign at the first meeting. any person or association of persons to
a
Neither Secretary Miller nor Gen. RiHev 4pnr' M'le 'o vyihin;! li';' so
s,

-

Fargo's $2.50

...Shoes...

c.h.

?v

C.C. Shoemaker
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has never been known to give them
any aid or comfort politically and
we venture the opinion that he
never had any intention of advancing the interests of Gov. Thornton's
administration or the democratic
party in New Mexico but, on the
Arizona Streets.
contrary, had an eye single to the
Advertising Untes on Application.
LUCKY DEPOSITORS.
advancement of republican interSubscription Rates, Postage Prepaid;
of
Receiver
Schofield
John
W.
the
One year
ests with an anchor to windward
2.00
Six months
l.uo defunct Albuquerque National bank
for himself.
.50
Three months
has abont completed his trust. He
SILVER CITY, N. M.. JANUARV 22, 1880. has sent the checks on to Washington to be signed and on or about
One of the most considerate men
the 1st of the coming month the in New Mexico is Max Frost. After
67 H
Silver
Lead
2.90
last 25 per cent of the 100 per cent,
notices of the
due depositors will be paid. This he had sent out the
of ImmigraBureau
the
of
CHICAGO SELECTED.
dividend will shut off the warrant meeting
istion to the members, he wrote to
There was a lively fight in speculators, as court certificates
on the funds in the Albuquer- some of his particular friends on
sued
Washington last week over the loque National bank are now worth
cation of the national democratic their face. Mr. Schofield has ably the board that there would bo no
convention, but on the twenty-nint- h administered the affairs of the meeting and added that it would
ballot Chicagowon with nota trust confided to his care and is be unnecessary for them to come.
vote to spare. At the start St. certainly deserving of the thanks Evidently he didn't want them to
Albu- take the long and tiresome journey
Louia led and that place was the of all interested parties.
querque Democrat.
to Santa Fe for nothing. But Max
most formidable opponent Chicago
The depositors in the Albuquerwas mistaken. Therewas a meethad to the last.
que National Bank were lucky in ing. There happened to be just
The selection of a western city
having such a man as Mr. Scho- enough of the legally qualified
is a victory for the western demofield selected as receiver of the inmembers in attendance to make a
crats, in as much as New York was
stitution. That bank failed some
in spite of the absence of
quorum
in the fight in earnest for the contime after the bank here and at Max and his friends and they convention. It must be admitted that
Deming and yet these banks have cluded
that they would elect a man
the selection of Chicago is a vic
paid but 40 per cent, of the amount who would
at least be present at
tory for the free silver element of
due depositors at the time of the
the
time
and
place named in the
the democratic party, and it may
failure, or rather less than current call fór the annual meeting.
go a long way in determining the
rates of interest on the deposits.
nomination. There is no large city
If the receiver of the Dane banks
Some of the republican papers
in the country more favorable to
could be induced to hurry up the
in the territory are wailing because
the free and unlimited coinage of
settlement of the affairs of these
of the retirement of Max Frost
silver than Chicago and the conbanks, it would please a great many
from the position of secretary of
vention can be accommodated as
of the creditors, but perhaps he is
the Bureau of Immigration.
Max
well there as in any other city in
not anxious to have his salary
would never have been secretary if
the country except New York.
stopped.
he had not, as he admitted
the
The national committee has set
of
aside all precedent in naming a
Governor Thornton removed day the meeting last week,'"fixed
date later than that named by the Richard Hudson from his position the board to suit himself." Max
party out of power unless, indeed, as a member of the board of Peni- did his part of the work all right,
the democrats on the committee tentiary Commissioners last week but some of his friends failed to
considered the republicans in power and wrote a letter explaining his qualify and their places were filled
by reason of that party having con- action. Not to be outdone by the by men who concluded that Mr.
trol of both branches of congress. governor, Richard replied. Roth Frost had held the position long
It seems that the members of the letters were published and the most enough and that they would put a
advoqates of a "six weeks campaign" casual observer can easily see that man in his place who would suit
found no favor with the members the relations between the two men them better. There is fun ahead.
of the democratic national commit- are not of the most cordial.
The
St. Catron is booming Reed for
tee who wisely concluded that the governor imagined when he apvoters of the country ought to have pointed Col. Hudson on the board president and Reed is against the
time to discuss the candidates and that he would aid and assist the admission of New Mexico. How
issues fully before having to cast administration, but he reckoned do the free silver republicans like
their ballots.
without his host. While Dick en- the action of their delegate in
be
positively asserted that joys the society of democrats, he
It may

the next president of these United
States will be named by the delePublished every Wednesday Morning by gates who assemble at Chicago on
Tuesday, July 7, 1896! It is a
A. J. LOOMIS.
little premature to give his name
Entered at the postofllce at Silver Olty,
N. M., for transmission through the mails at just now, but he will be a free silsecond class rutes.
ver man.
Office on Ya tilde Street between Texas and

.....
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It

is given out now on republican authority that the New Mexico statehood bill will be passed
about April. Let it come and the
sooner the better. More than ninety per cent, of the feople of New
Mexico want statehood, but it looks
as though the republican leaders in
the house would not allow a statehood bill to pass. Now is the time
for Ft. Catron to put his shoulder
to the wheel and put the bill
through.
are
His constituents
waiting for him to pass the bill
and they ought not to be disappointed by the man of "bruins and
energy."

WKDSKSDAY, JANUARY
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Tkn years ago Max Frost was
abusing Governor Ross to the extent of his rather limited ability,
but the other day he said that he
was sorry for it and that he believed
he had misrepresented the governor.
That was a deal for Col. Frost to
say and people who are not acquainted with him might imagine
that he had experienced some
twinges of conscience.

as legally acting memliers, and the
whole concern appears to have virtually
become the private property of the
secretary who acknowledges on the
streets of Santa Fe that he exhausted
every means in his power to prevent the
recent annual meeting of the board, but
was beaten at his own game.
In contrast with this, the new board,
as shown by its record, has taken hold
of its busines upon sound principles and
proposes to give the people of New
Mexico some returns for the appropriations made in this cause. Albuquerque

Thk Socorro Chieftian attempts
to defend St. Catron's apportion- u .......
t ...
111(11
il!5
Ilicilb ur nuwug ii,.,t
II
litirni
on the census of 185)0. The Chieftain should remember that that
census was taken about six year ago
and that the population of some of
the counties has considerably more
than doubled since that time, how- ever, the republicans are usually
about six years behind the times.

Democrat.

V

Braced a p.

that Governor
democratic backbone has
braced up. It is worth while inquiring
what has imparted rigidity to his verteThe unity with which the repubbrae. He has fired Col. Dick Hudson
licans are working in congress is
from the Prison Board, and he has permitted the Bureau of Immigration to
highly satisfactory to the democrats
dígnense with the services of "Colonel"
of the country. If they keep on
uax Frost and give his place to a good
for the next four or five months in
Democrat and an honest man exGov- the way they have been doing the
ernor Koss Uiing both and Max
Tlu- - Ituivau of I uiuilritt Ion.
past month, they will earn the unneither. The retention of Max Frost
The audiiii g committee appointed by for an instant in any place of tniHt was
dying gratitude of the democratic
'
"
a huge mistake. Independent
hwvM 1,1 '".migration
partv. The republicans in the sen- mud tedious task before it. Matters
ate are by the ears and the western
have lieun conducted in the secretary s
members of the house of represan- - j oli(.c
tlu, ,lM)St.Ht ftm üfu.n.lines
.NO FIL
ABOUT IT
have given Reed notice that; gal manner. Many of the meetings
he might as well let his president- - held were illegal and the elections void;
E.
Many
if put to the test of the law.
ial boom go to Halifax.
of
important
papers and evidences
HOOT AND SHOKMAK Kit.
to be found and no
THK Las Vegas Optic, unlike transactions are not
run
I
promise
ymi faithfully. In the lon
cluecan I had to nio-i- l ot the Ivhiiiim
.
you shall mi vu half your money, hy huvliiK
.
some of the republican papers in
Ull ,,,,,.,,1 itl, hl lm
your work neatly and promptly done to suit
i
New Mexico is able to see the in- laryV reports, in which large sums of yourself, at K. KOSK.N IIKUti'S
Sliver City, N.M.
justice of the Catron apportionment money appear to have Wn expanded
than
explanation
further
any
and while many of the small fry without
of single item. In (act, the
republican papers are attempting the charge a
ollice has either been conducted in the
to defend Mr. Catron, the Optic most haphazard way or under very
and
suggests a change in the apportion-me- n suspicion.'" circumstances, and the most
Feed Stables,
which must be admitted by charitable friends of private life, cannot
exhaustive
of
an
all to be fair. The Optic is honest but see the necessity
L. II. Rowlke, Proprietor.
investigation of the past affairs of the
be
a democratic paper,
enough to
have ever existed
Dealer in Hay and Grain.
bureau. No s
but for some unaccountable reason to supply the inadequate provisions of
Free Stable room for Freighters.
it has decided republican proclivi- the statute. No bonds have been given
This popular Corral, repaired and reties.
by treasurers, who have handled large built, Is letter fitted tan ever to accommosums of money, inotnlierj who failed to date the public.
Now is'the time for the free eilver qualify have participated in the busiSpecial Inducements to the Freighting
democrats of New Mexico to organ- ness of the board on the same footing trade.
ize with a view of sending delegates
We are pleased to note

Thornton's

ROSENBERG,

,ri..

i

Elephant Corral

1

ATTENTION

PLEASE

to the national democratic convention at Chicago who will work and
vote for the nomination of a free
I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixturee
silver man on a free silver platform. etc. of Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler,. I will continue th
It was thought that the delegates business at the same place.
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
selected at the Albuquerque conI make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and wil.
vention to go to the last national
appreciate a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
convention were silver men, but
Very Truly
four out of six elected voted for the
ft.
nomination of a gold man.

YOUR

J.

HICKS.
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RefuMd to Settle.
At the last meeting of the county commissioners
Whitehill's bondsmen came to the front and offered to
settle. They brought in old accounts
against the county, warrants signed by
Tom Cobb, chairman, and to balance the
account four hundred dollars in cash,
and asked for a receipt in full. The
had no way of verifying his
accounts and so refused to accept them,
telling him he should have brought in
these accounts as an off-sat the time
of the suit, and if he wanted to collect
them now he would have to sue on
them. The commissioners offered to
take the cash and give credit for four
hundred dollars on account, but the
bondsmen, while perfectly willing to
give up the accounts and warrants, declined to part with the cash. The commissioners immediately turned the matter over to Sheriff Shannon and he has
levied on the Lockhart house in Diuing
and advertises it for sale on the 15th of
next month. The house is said to carry
an iron clad mortgage for nearly its value. The bondsmen are Wiu. II. Taylor,
John V. Fleming, Martin W. Bremen,
Richard Iludson, Joseph Stanley,
Lindauer, J. A. Lockhart and
Henry Ilolgate. Liberal.
rs
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territory, accompanied by a letter saying: "This board has endeavored to fix
values so that all property may bear an
equal burden of taxation, and the mem
bers of this board urge you to assess all
properties so set forth in the circular at
the values therein fixed; strict" compli-anc- e
with the above valuation will increase the value of our taxable property
within the territory of New Mexico
some $6,000,000 which will necessarily
decrease the rate of taxation." New
Mexican.
A New Grant County Company.
The following corporation has filed articles with the territorial secretary:
The Graphic Mining Company Incorporators, H. LeB. Mills and Singleton M. Ashenfelter, of Colorado Springs,
and Charles H. Curtis, of Hanover, N.

M.; objects, mining and kindred pursuits; capital stock $2,000,000; life, fifty
years; directors, J. B. M. Grosvenor,
John R. Stnyvesant, T. G. Gordon, of
New York City ; Charles II. Curtis and
A. E. Dawson, of Hanover, N. M.;
principal place of business, New York
City, with a New Mexico oíIích at

Alls You.
darting pains in
sudden
If you have
the ioints or muscles, and it occurs
every time you get cold, and appear in
ny ui um
new places wiinom
ones, the best thing to do is to send $5
the Drummond Medicine Co., 48 Maiden Lane, New York for a month's treatment of Dr. Drummond's Lightning
Remedy for Rheumatism. They will
send you two large bottles of their remedy bv return express. If you have
thó above symptoms you nave the
Rheumatism, and should begin at once
with the known cure: Delay with any
disease is dangerous with Rheumatism
it is simply suicidal." Agents Wanted.
What

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.
Notary Public
Office ut
SIVLER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
Post-offic- e.

E. B. GANDARA.

Repairing

Jewelry Made to Order
A Good Scheme.

The tramp nuisance is at its height
Tli Chicago Lady Quit net.
now and the people of Doming are
just
The Minneapolis Tribune gives the
Chicago lady quartet, who will give two suffering in consequence. There is only
concerts here on January 28 and 29, at one successful remedy which can be apMorrill Opera house the following not ire : plied. Either by popular subscription
"It was very pretty and commendable or by appropriation from the loard of
entertainment that the Chicago Lady
Quurtet gave t the Lyceum last eveningan entertainment which was
thoroughly enjoyed by the audience.
Tho spectacle of four young ladies of
graceful! presence, attired in simple,
dove colored gowns, singing musio which
everyone could understand was novel
and refreshing in itself. There' was
something home-lik- e
and rellning in it.
Those present felt that they were not
to be bored by vocal pyrotechnics. There
was an informality and heartiness about
everything that they did which made
the proverbial todiousness of concerts
fade out of recollection. The program
was a very agreeable one, almost every
number being enthusiastically encored.
The ladies have excellent voices which
show careful cultivation. True expression and delicacy of shading being
good."

SILVERSMITH.

GOLD AND

Neatly Done.
PRICES REDUCED.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
YunkluHt. SllverCltv. N.

county commissioners, let a fund to be
secured for feed and the employment
of guards and then let us have a chain
gang working every day on our streets.
The city would then lie benefited, the
county would be relieved of an expenso
and the tramps would give the town a
wide berth in less time than it would
take to tell about it. Deming

Ai a Tramp, or Otherwise?
If there is one thing that the Headlight pretends to be authority up n it is
the tramp question, as it comes pretty
nearly from experience. Demi ng Head

light.

M.
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REPAIRING NEATLY
AND
PROMPTLY DONE.
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The Democratic national convention
at Chicago, July 7, 1890.
AftftewineiiU

for 1H06,

Printed copies supplied by the New
Mexican free of cost of the proceedings
of the territorial board of equalization
were sent by Secretary D. C. Hobart to
eaeh assesser and county clerk in the

M.
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I'rli'i'8 rtmsoimhlo. and
satisfaction K"Hi'iititoed.
S'K'P on Market Stroot.
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ONE GIVES RELIEF.
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PARAGRAPHS.

never"

"Hush, there are visitors in the ;
rl rawing-room.- "
"How do you know?"
"Listen, papa is saying 'My dear' to
mamma." Judy.
He (stealing one) "I seal my love
with a kiss." She (suiting the action
to the word) "And I seal mine with
whacks." Boston Transcript.
"Jones has a good deal of money,
hasn't he?" "Well, he ought to have."
"How is that?" "He never pays any
out!" Boston Transcript.
Too Suggestive. "YVedon't buy our
meat at Dicker's any more."-- ' "Why
not?" "He has a horseshoe nailed over
his stall." Detroit Free Tress.
Weary Watkins "The doctors say
we ought to eat more cereal food."
Hungry lliggins "They is looiuuchof
the serial business about our style of
catín' already." Indianapolis Journal.
"What principles are you going to
advocate in the next town?'.' asked the
"I
ü.naigner's private secretary.
; I'.imo.
You get the next train there,
uní find out what their views are."
Washington Star.
Vunster (to ballet dancer) "Yon
people are almost always old." Ilallei
Dancer "Yes, and yon can take the
word 'almost' out of the jokes that
you people try to make about us."
I'hiiliidelphia Bulletin.
Lady "You know, I wish my portrait to be a total surprise to my hus-- )
ii.d." Artist "Yes, madam. I under-- i
and." Lady "And you will try no!
i have too strong a likeness, as I woul
ot like him to recognize it at first
glance."
"There is only one thing," she said
to her dearest girl friend, "that make!;
me doubt Herbert's n fleet ion for me."
"What is that?" "He thinks that some
photographs he has
of the snap-sho- t
takeu of me are good likenesses."
Washington Star.
Watts "Do you think it does any
good to belong to so many lodges ?" Potts
"Well, when I went over to lCurope, T
used to add the initials of all of them to
my name when 1 registered at the hotel,
and got all sorts of deference from the
Indianapolis
clerks and waiters."

!,;.
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Miss Kitty!"
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Comic Cuts.
EAT TOO
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MUCH MEAT.

Americana Too Prone to the Connumptlon
of FliHh and Fowl.
"We eat altogether too much meat,
anyway," said Dr. Cyrus Edison, the

I

"Y'our son has a high fever," said
the doctor to old Uncle Silas. "Here's
Give him this until he
a prescription.
"lie
has a profuse perspiration"
needn't take no drug stuff for that,"
said Uncle Silas. "I'll make him sweat,
if you'll give him strength to go
with me." Harper's lUi.nr.
"I want to get out at Fletcher
street," said a small boy to a street ear
conductor the other night. "What do
you say?" asked the conductor, not
understanding what he said. "1'lease,"
responded the youngster, flushing
slightly. Lowell Citizen.
He "Miss Kitty, I've heard it said
that a kiss without a mustache is like
an egg without salt. Is that so?" She
"Keally, Mr. Smooth face, I don't
'
1 can't tell, for in all niv life 1

vr

an egg without

She-"- Ate

.

.

.1

To all our subscribers
year in advance,

w ho pay a

heallh commissioner. "I venture to
say that most of the ills we are heir to
come from habitual eating of too much w o will
beef. If the present era tf high prieex
of beef will only compel people to
choose other foods, such as fish or a
(iieater variety of vegetables, the 'beef
combine,' as it is called, will have been
the unconscious instrument of doing a
vast amount of good.
"Fish is much better food for city
people than flesh raised on land. It
does not contain as great a proportion
of those stimulative iiulricnts that do AMERICA'S
so much to produce nervousness, indigestión, constipation ami' the host of
attendant disorders ' to the human
body for which the medical profession
is so continually called upon to pres
who .earn their
scribe.
living by physical exertion farm
laborers, shovelers, ditelu'iggii s. etc.
require solid foods, such .s l.eef uud
pork, but men and women who take little exercise, whose employment is
continued physical strain, fish is eminently more satisfactory as a regular diet. Fish is the
coining food. Long after our land lias
!eeonie denuded of those properties
that nourish animal life in the field, the
waters of the deep will be teeming wit h

send

r
r
Fn
STANDARD

JEAB-BO-

O,

Wage-worker-

fish.

"The scientific culture of carp has
conclusively that one acre of
water will produce more edible mid
wholesome flesh than three acres of
and. and sonic of these (lays we will
awaken to the importance of presen
animals by the
ing our
systematic and methodical cultivation
of our fish.
"As to the quantity of meat that a
man really needs people seem to be
ignorant. The United States government allows the soldiers but
of a pound of meat a day.
How muny New Yorkers, do you suppose, get along with so small a ration of
meat? The government, through its
physicians, has learned that soldiers,
even on the march, do better on that
seemingly small allowance than if they
were permitted to gorge themselves indiscriminately on the flesh of steers and
New York city allows for' its
sheep.
hospital patients but one pound of meat
a day, and that pound is untrimmed.
When cookedand ready to be eaten that
pound represents really less than the
d
men. The
, army ration for
New Yorker
average energetic well-fe- d
consumes from one and a half to three
i pounds of meat every day that he is
It is altogether loo much.
f able to eat.
No wonder that nature rebels f n quent-l- y
and insists that themnn live on gruel
for whole days at a time. That is nature's own recourse. That's when a
man is sick when he can't eat meat."
shown
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1,500 TOPICS.
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THE LEüiON

OF HONOR.

Men Were Managed with Toys, Declared
Bonaparte In Founding It.
But it Is not difficult to understand

the popularity of a measure, passed at
about the same time, for establishing
n
the now
Legion of Honor.
It is certainly true that the desire for
social inequality that is, for personal
is the strongest single
distinction
force in calling out human energy. The
passion for pins, badges, ribbons and
personal decorations of every sort is
well-nig- h
universal It gratifies the
sense of achievement among men who
are able, aud flatters the vanity o
those who are not To this passion, in
itself not necessarily ignoble, the first
consul determined to appeal for further support Every new institution of
importance- - so far created by him
might, with no great ngenuity, "be
turned into a prop of autocratic government Priests and emigrants were
now alike natural allies of Bonaparte,
the constitution had been virtually
superseded, the troublesome senators,
tribunes and legislators either dismissed or else warned and called to
order, while the surrounding nations-o-ne
of them a kingdom were, in relation to France, like the sheaves bowing
to Joseph's sheaf.
The foundation of the Legion of
Honor was a measure easily manageable in the interest of any government
which might control it. Roederer declared in its support that the great
deeds of the nation made it essential to
revive the sentiment of honor. An
article of the constitution guaranteed,
in the name of the French people, n
recompense to its armies. This simple
phrase was the sanction chosen for the
erection of a corporation which, like
the orders of absolutism, might intermediate between the people and their
magistrate in order to lend the same
mystery which ever surrounds any
monarch who is the "fountain of
honor." The republicans saw the trap,
and resisted sturdily, even in the council of state, but to no purpose.
The law was passed on May 19, 1802;
the ranks were constituted, and the
decorative badges determined. Every
member swore to resist any attempt to
restore feudalism in all Its attributes,
and consciences were thus quieted,
night and left the men of science, of
art, and of literature appeared with
their ribbons and rosettes; the noUon
applauded, and Bonaparte's opinion
was justified. "You call these toys!
Well, you manage men with toys," ho
deolared while the project was under
discussion. lie proved to be right In
all monarchical Europe no decoration
is more eagerly sought, to this day,
than is that of the Legion of Honor in
republican France. Prof. Sloane, In
Century.
well-know-
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Dried conger is especially esteemed.

Their ordinary cooking is well adapted
to keep in check a too eager appetite.
Potatoes and their skins, with a layer
of dried fish dropped upon them during
the boiling, is an
dish.which is considered one of the most
satisfying and economical. The common drink is water or cider. Fresh
water is precious, for much of that
which is used is brought over from the
mainland.
The women have a mode of baking
bread which is probably one of the
most ancient still practiced by mankind. A thick layer of live embers
having been spread upon the forepart
of the hearth, a circular iron plate a
foot or more in diameter is pressed
down upon it Upon this the dough,
made into the desired shape of the
loaf, is laid. Over it is placed a convex
iron cover; then a fire of dry seaweed
is made upon this. The seaweed burns
slowly, and supplies just the heat
that is needed. In every house
thflre is all that is requisite for baking
in this manner, for although in summer there is a regular supply of bread
from the mainland, the furious currents of the Raz and tho westerly gales
may keep all communications interrupted for weeks together in the bad
season. It is true that there is a telegraphic cable, but the means of feeding people by electricity has yet to be
discovered. Temple Bar.

j

Three Classes of Men

is the title of a neat illustrated volume I
have just issued for men. It gives in
pltiin language the effects following
youthful imlesurutioiiH and latter excess- pa as Seminal Weakness, Impotency,
Drains and Losses, Verieocele, Atrophy
or unJevelopment, and points out an
easy and Bure treatment and cure at
homo without Diiuos on Mkmcinkh.
It
also explains the cause and eureofllheu- mutism, Sciatica, Lumbago, Kidney
Complaints, etc., without medicine. It
is in fact a truthful rusnine of my thirty
years' wonderful success in the curing of
these cases, and every young, middle- Royal College of Phyilolans.
aged
or old man suffering the sllgntest
In the tenth year of the reign of
Henry VIII., on September 23, 1518, weakness should read it and know just
"John Chambre, Thomas Llnacre, Fer- where he stands. It is sent free, sealed,
dinand de Victoria, Medicorum
by niuil upon request,
Nicholas Holsack, John Francis, Robert Yaxley," were granted let- IH. BAN PEN, 02019th St., Denver, Col.
ters patent giving them the privilege
of admitting men to practice medicine
in London and seven miles around.
This was the original foundation of
the present Royal College of Physicians
of London. The first letters patent
The ficat of American Newspapers,
having apparently been inadequate for
the purposes intended, in the fourteenth year of Henry VIII. a statute
was passed enacting that no person CHARLES A.DANA, Editor,
save a graduate of Oxford or Cambridge should practice in England, unless he had a license from the president of the college of physicians aforesaid and from three of the "eleots,"
Tho Amurloiin ('onstitutloii, tho American
who were chosen from among the felIrtwi. the American Spirit. These first, lust
lows. Gentleman's Magazine.
Nos-troru-

The New York Sun.

anil all the time, forever.

Piano Playing and Neurosis.

A corresponding member of the Paris Oully, liy mull
Ida year
academy of medicine has sent to that
8 a year
learned body a memoir in which he Dally and. Sunday, by mull
maintains that the numerous cases of
chlorosis, neurosis and neurasthenia
observed among young girls is due to
learning to play on the piano and to
the hours devoted to practising. He
has drawn up careful statistics from
THE SEIN ISLANDERS.
which he concludes that, among six .
A Usee That Lives Upon a Terr Primitive thousand pupils obliged before attain
Fare.
ing the age of twelve to learn to play the la the greatest Sunday Newspaper
The Sein Islanders raroly eat auy anpiano, nearly twelve per cent suffer
imal food except fish. As it is brought from nervous troubles. The author
In the world.
in, the women salt it and lay it out lu does not attempt to draw up statistics
dry on the quay wall or on a convo.n-- i of the victims among persons who Price 6c a copy. By mail, $2 a year
ut rock, so that before tho winter have to listen to their performances
hr.;j rovl.ia: British Medical Journal.
i'h: have
Aililrtu THE iJl'N, New York.

The Sunday Sun
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HIGHBRED ilOKSES.
Diseases Peouliar to the Aristo-oratlEquineB of the City.

Y
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necessary two linn lie . i
iijo, out
bus n yieat many
the horse of
more nerves than lii ancestor, and he
can also run a grcal .leal (aster.
It's the horse from the country
which is suddenly set down in the
midst of city life that suffers most
The youth fresh from the quiet of a
country college town, who does twelve
Honrs of apprenticeship on a news-- '
puer as his Iirst day's experience in
the artificial He of the city, feels no
vvor.se tliun t lie dumb beast, fresh from
pastures green, which is driven a few
.niles up Fifth avenue hitched to a
landau. The horse o ten becomes so
nervous that he does m)t digest his
veiling meal.
riiciiiiioiiiu, however, is his greatest
When the wise stableman
oni'iiiy.
i cs home for i ho night he closes all
, liie iiu.ir. ..ml win lows, depriving
Tills is
iJio ..table o, all ventilation.
to fresh country
l.i;nl on lunus u
,.r. When luo hor.ic is taken out he
n iitl .iiiiI t.tt.m nwini u annual
s..tu
down on his
i.ien the poor feiiuw-sit- s

ATALE

y
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Their Artificial Lives Are Conducive to
Numerous Ailments How the Animals Are Treated by the
Veterinarians.

Indigestion Is the curse of the city
horse as well as the city human being.
Probably half the horses In New York
are afflicted more or less with indigestion. In their natural state neither
horse nor man knew indigestion.
Where man has gone he has taken the
horse with him, and the horse as well
as the man has become the victim of
the diseases which are the penalties of
civilization. The milestones of modern
civilization are marked by the new diseases, and, later, their cures, discovered by the modern physician. When
Russia sent la grippe to the western
world the horse got it as well as man,
and it showed the same contagious
tendencies in horse communities as In
Not long ago a
men communities.
horse in California got the brain fever.
The surgeons at iirst thought that
there was something the matter with
his ear.
As ho couldn't speak, be couldn't tell
the surgeons that his poor old head felt
as if it was about to split open.
He
.So he did the next best thing.
sh'Milc his head as hard as he could,
and tried to raise havoc with everything within reach of his heels. After
he was tied firmly the surgeons found
out the trouble, and in a few days
sent him back to his owner feeling
like au old gentleman who had just
had a Turkish bath, no doubt to become a source of wonder among all of
his horsey friends as being the first
nag who had ever recovered from
wheels in the head."
The modern horse doesn't get writer's
cramp, but the modern horse does get
"racer's heart." The "racer's heart" is
the most aristocratic of horsey affections. A race horse always has a larger
heart than a coach horse or a truck
horse; ofteu he has twice as large a
heart. In racing or trying to beat a record the greatest possible exertion is required of the heart, which results In
Sometimes the horse
enlargement.
will have his heart enlarged without
being affected; but often the result is
a valvular disease, which is pretty certain to take hi m off the track, if not
to kill him. The race horse is a hothouse production, any way, tie is like
a highly civilized man. Nancy Hanks,
for instance, is .a sort of l'adcrewski
Your finely bred
of the horse world.
horse wouldn't be worth his oats as a
farm horse. It must have a veterinary
surgeon at his heels every minute, and
is prepared for a race with all the care
that a violinist uses in tuning his instrument Men who have big "strings"
of horses have the entire service of a
veterinary surgeon to supervise the
work of the trainers, who play the
part of trained nurses to the highly
nervous beasts. Such things weren't
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Nations
should be read by every
one who has read Coin's
Financial School.
The book can be obtained
free by any subscriber to
Tun Kaglk who pays a

and eggs, and he de- lilrinfV fff tltam
iri'Miit
t Kit he vv.U jo.low the ono who feeds
about the stable, using all of the
.,oise metho.ls of coaxing at his com- In this, too. he u like man.
.iwnd.
Once he gets a taste for whisky he
jairt iret enough o. it. if he had his
an inebriate,
wouU
will not allow his horse the Bame
pu::t-iK-

'
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A Tale of Two

WVM1
lILUHtlCII VIM
IH' lit'J JllsA-nis abdomen uu J sailers like a hero.
When he convalesces he Is' the
liu.ivrie; t lmrse in town. He is fed on

livi...u trim
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thousands wllO are
unacquainted witlKhe par-

cho

jculUrs Concerning tllC de-o.- ;t
monctization of silver.
,
o
DCIKl 111 ) our stlbscrit)- tioil toJaV.

There's a hospital for horses up
lown where horses are treated for all
of t.ie disease-- hi the category and
whicii ha:, a ;.r.at table to which
;
A
.ior:ic-- arc iilnip)j I f r operations.
TtfT))"!
OTf
f
..he ma.i who .ioes thu doctoriug told
CllAMi iUDI
v.ic reporter all of the things ho is tell- '
i.ig you, ami many inore
TIIK
is
This hospital, which the annex of
VFWQo
MI1YTA1Y
1 A 1 A
1" u
íuUUjN
i college, is always experimenting on líUL'Iv I
KHtulilslied 1K5U.
.torse that are p 'it curing except by
oxpcriin..iitiur?.
It also manufactures!
e
lor the board of health,
.:id possesses famous No. 7, which ory-- i
TKItMS OF 8UB8RIWION.
ally cist seven dollars. No. 7 has'
(IN ADVANCK.)
ueeii at tlie point of death a dozen
times, but is still alive und covered
DAILY.
with scars where his blood has been
lrnvvn to Mivt- thi lifi nf his vnnni'
- a Jllv jfrwr,- iijf iiiuiin
irai
3 75
c mntrymen who get the diphtheria. Hlx umntlw by mull
1.9
Ho won fame in two hemispheres in- - Three mom lis by mull
Gft
dead of thu offal cart, because he is a One mouth by mull
J.W
e
genius, without u Bmuluy I'llltlnn. (id p:ii) year...
veritable
Dully Kdltlmis larlmle the Hunday.
rival anywhere in the world.
now
nt
doctors
the
hospital
the
Just
WEEKLY.
tetanine,
are experimenting with
which is to lockjaw (or tctauus) what
e
A fino Oneyeur, by mall, in advance
II.V
is to diphtheria.
Sample copie of either edition on uppllni-day- ;
specimen of lockjaw came in the other
but before they could inject any tl"tetanine Into him he was dead. Ono
horse has been cured in France. An
Italian was the first to discover teta- - Tl' News Is the only consistent chámplor
nine. The Italians and the Germans f silver In the west, and should lie In every
und '" ,l,e ,"l,u,H "f ov,'y
are the greatest masters of the theory h,,"m ln 11,8
business man In New Mexleo.
of veterinnry science, and the English
In yHHr
nm,
and Americans are the best practition- j H,!"f.
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ATCHISON, TOHEKA 4 SANTA FE
VvOriKIMj
fcUnOPE.
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
Seem to Be the onditlon to Which
That
In Effect Aug. 4, 1893.
Thl Country lias lleea Driven.
We had ar little bit of polit ical econoNo. 821,
my in pur recent Washington disNo. 822.
Arrives.
Departs.
destination.
patches, credited to some unnamed official of the treasury department In
2:00 p. m.
explaining the heavy withdrawals of
Silver City
8:15 a. to.
I
11:00 a.m.
I 10:45 a. m.
gol,d he said that money, like everylaming
"
1
10:45
f n-n. ra.
"
thing else, seeks the best market, and
10:00
12:03 p. m.
Nutt
"
9:00
"
Rincón
1:00
that market at present is in Europe,
í:30 "
"
Lus Cruce
8:45
In further elucidation of this point he
4:10 a. m.
EI Paso
6:40 p. m.
cxpKiined that money was worth more
Arrives.
there than in the United States at the
II. M. Steckeh, Aent
prosent moment, because of the break
in Kaffir stocks, which had created a
WATSON LIKES BLOOMERS.
large and immediate demand for gold,
nought a 8u It for Ilm Daughter and Wm and in order to get this gold foreign
holders of American securities were
Anjjry When 11 U Wife Cut It lip.
Silas Watson, a Sidney (N. Y.) farm- forced to sell. They were thrown back
er, purchased a bicycle for 'his fifteen-year-ol- d on the American market and our gold
daughter recently and also withdrawn. But there is something in
gave her money to buy a bicycle cos- this statement more than the simple
tume. When Miss Watson rode Into law that money always goes to the
the yard attired In a bloomer her moth- best market There is the fact that
er was astonished, but the father was every sudden and extraordinary demuch pleased with his daughter's ap-- 1 mand for gold in Europe makes its
pcarance and ability as a cyclist. The heaviest draft in the United States.
mother declared that her daughter; This country is the great debtor
the whole world.
should not be allowed to dress like a1 country of
industrial system is
new woman. After the girl had re-- : Its whole
upon
securities
held
sumed her ordinary dress and gone toa bottomed
neighbor's tho mother took the bloom- in Europe, and thlp indebtedness is iners, chopped them tip and presented the creasing every year. New debts are
pieces to her daughter when she re- created for new enterprises and accumulating interest is funded into new
turned, with tho following note:
"Here is what is left of your abomin- -' bonds. These securities are practiable bicycle suit, which your father en- cally slf lit drafts udod our traA
couraged you M buy. No daughter of With the first breath of & panio In
mine shall over be allowed to parade Europe they begin to flow back upon
Jiei self in public dressed in bloomer us and draw off our gold. What is
I'ostnine. Take theso pieoes and use happening now happened after the
theia in some articles of patehwork as Argentine collapse, after the Ausu reminder of tho folly manifested by tralian bank failures, and it happened
when Austria-Hungar- y
went to the
yourself au.l father." '
Funner Watson was so indignant at gold standard and began to accumuhis wife's conduct that he immediately late a gold reserve. The reasons then
were even more obvious than now,
iravo his daughter more money to buy
another bloomer costume and assured thou'ih it suited the purpose of certain
her that she should henceforth be pro- people to lay the whole blame on the
Sherman law and ignore a great finantected from a similar experience.
cial collapse that shook the business
world like an earthquake, as though it
The Cane Similar.
Prompted by the feeling that it was had never occurred Now that this
his duty, the bishop remonstrated with supposed cause of all our woes has
one of his clergy for attending a local been removed the outflow of gold goes
hunt. "Well, your lordship," replied on and other causes must be asthe offender, "I really do not see there signed. The treasury department
true reason. It
is any more harm in hunting than in now gives the
going to a ball." "I presume," an- is not due to any distrust of
swered his lordship, "that you refer to our currency, but simply to an indehaving aeen my name down among pendent foreign demand for gold and
those who attended Lady Somerville's the ability European oountrles possess
ball, but I assure you throughout the by reason of their control of our sewhole evening I was never once in the curities to throw of! their troubles on
same room as the dancers." "That, our shoulders. This condition will exmy lord, is exactly how I stand I was ist under any monetary system. Wo
never in the same field as the hounds." may wipe out all the legal tender notes
Then the bishop sat down and silence and relieve the treasury of any obli
to maintain the par of all our curreigned.
rency, but the "endless chain" will be
Bow We Keep CooL
ns effective in the form of American
Nearly two hundred million fans private securities as
in
have been sold during the past year in legal tender notes. The the form of
must
the United States. These fans include always bo prepared to country
meet drafts
both the imported and domestic manu upon its gold,
oM whether the gold
facture, but the bulk of this immense comes from the banks
and
dinumber came from China and Japan. rect from tho channels is drawn
of trade or
Few fans are made in the United States, from the treasury,
it makes mighty
and the greater part of the home pro- )Ut!o difference to the
country.
duction ii of the very cheapest kind is this feature" of the situation Thoro
a! o to
for
mostly
used
and
advertising
' remarked: Iieretoforo, when for
.

I

'

i

eign countries raided our gold, we had
something else to fill the gap in our
currency. Now we have nothing.
The gold mines of the oountry do not
add one dollar to our circulation.
They are worked for the sole benefit
of Europe. Memphis Commercial-Appea- l
'
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ENGLAND?

Never Surrender Her Advantage
the Single Gold Standard.
international b me tallista

profess that Great Britain g
is indispensable to justify the
United States in restoring free coinage
to silver at whatever ratio. In Ger
many .the movement for a conference
is arrested while waiting on England.
France is ready to move but waits on
England. The United States won't
budge until England leads the way.
This is homage, .indeed; and if Englishmen have the swell-heawhether
here or elsewhere, why shouldn't they?
No other country than England has
ever, except when Rome was at its
zenith and Napoleón bestrode the continent, had all the other nations of the
globe afraid to go forward unless it
should lead the way.
Moretón Fre wen, of London, prints
some correspondence between himself
and Senator Hlgglns, of Delaware, In
the National Review, a British periodical in which the part that England is
expected to take in a bimetallic union
and the result upon gold, should it act
as desired, Is ably discussed. The conclusion he reaches is that for Great
Britain to open her, own and India's
mints to Dotn gold and silver, and make
gold as well as' sliver legal tender In
India would surely block the purpose
of the union and result in injury rather
than good In the outcome.
His facts and logic seem to be unanswerable. The balance of trade between England and India is immensely
in Indla'B favor. ' Between 1848 and
1877 the aggregate trade balance in
favor of India was no less than 82,555, J
, a
nnn
. ... .
n
11 UUb 111
"'M Ml.U CVJUitt
excess of all the gold produced in the
world during that, period. Though the
balance la not so large now, yet it has
diminished but little. It is yet sufficient to strike terror to the hoarders
of gold should the law be such that its
merchants might demand settlement
in that metal
Should gold money bo made a legal
tendor in India, that country's immense trade balances would be drawn
In gold rather than sliver. The great
bulk of this gold would sink out of
sight forever into the hoards of India's
hundreds of millions of poople. In
hoarding, "the smaller the bulk the
greater the safety and the greater alho
the facility of transferí so that were
both gold and silver eqnally broad
cast In ludia as legal tenders it would
be tho yellow metal which would presently shake down into the hoards until
only the white metal was left above
ground." Ifielcs than thirty years
England was required to send to India
more than 83,555,000.000 to settle its account for wheat and cotton and other
native íerctandlse, had India tho
rljht to domanl gold, one-hal- f
of that
'

'

'

T'IK
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vast, sum. would now bo '.ut it'll, .1 jioil
09 lost to tho woill of commerce.

it is

When

that tlie

cnlic-availabl-

e
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compared with population and busl- ness, but rather tho contrary, since we
have all the
Bigns of currency contraction unprofitable prices
and a contracted business. We judge,
therefore, that when Mr. Horace White
says that our volume of money is redundant he means that it is redundant
with respect to our stock of gold our
mouey of final payment.
And this is true. We cannot maintain tho single gold standard until our
volume of paper bears some reasonable
relation to the amount of gold available for redemption purposes. As that
amount Is probably less than 8300,000,-OO- i)
we shall have to destroy more than
half of our paper currency If the people fail to vote against the single gold
staudard.
Our gold has been going abroad not
because our currency is redundant, but
because the single standard has paralyzed business and reduced prices to
such a level that our exports of commodities fall far short of paying the
interest on our debt held abroad,
chiefly in Great Britain. That is the
whole thing in a nutshell. If we are
to maintain the single gold standard,
we roust prepare to abide the consequences. Atlanta Constitution,
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Ofllrlnl Dlreetory.
'

PKDKHAI..

well-know- n

stock of gold in tha world is
only about 83.SOO,000.000, H will be
Been that the size of tlie whole which
such a drain would have made in it
would bo both ai wide as a cathedral
door and as deep as a well Since
Indiana "sink" for whichever of the
precious metal pets there, "it is preferable," Mr. Frewen says, "that she
should continue to absorb that metal
the hoarding of which will cause the
smaller inconvenience to the western
worl 1."
The report of the British silver combhows that in twenty
mission
ilve yenrs from 18" I to 1875, India
7.1,000,003 of silver, while the
e
world's product of the white metal
during the same period was but
If the silver had been gold
what a scarcity of the yellow metal
would be existing now.
It results from this, that England
roust be guilty of one or two follies
should she join an international bimetallic union. Either make gold
equally with silver a legal tender
throughout all her dominions India,
of courso, included or have the double
standard at home and singlo silver
standard in India. If the former she
would dig a bottomless pit for the gold
of tho world, If the latter she would
present the absurdity, in the remodeling of her financial system, of esta'
lishlng bimetallism in the kingdom
and monometallism in her Indian posab-bo- rl
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Ronte Turin Out.
Cnlef iMtlcc.
It will tako time and more experience Aoiefl i T. Justices- lo.va.
- ilhur I'. Stone. i,f t
to teach tho people the mistake they
lUiiimsC. Fuller of .North Carolinas
M.M urrny. of Tennessee! Henry t .
Willi
arc making in allowing tlie gold-bug- s
Bins. o l himis.
I. I lilted
oí Miss
to control natio tal legislation. Every
att li. Ilej nolils.
..lliiriiey.
one of tho urgumcnts advanced against
I

ad

bimetallism has been disproved time

COI'NTV.

r.nd time
but by tho mere force U. V. New sha in.
These suggestions of Mr. Frewen of reiteration they are believed by X. A. Itnllch.
M. i mix.
n
should weigh heavily with our
some people Take, for Instance, the
n.
Hayhir
bimetall lsts. They show intrinsic value theory. It is a
A, II. I.Mnl.
with great clearness that we are betadsnrdity. Anyone who consid- T. X. O
in
n.
ter without England than with it in ers for a minute will see that gold has .1.li. X.It. ( lirow
pi. li.
the restoration of silver to its consti- very little inerlnsic value, not nearly A I. t i:.i.-milis
tutional position in the money of tho as much as Iron or lead, and that the T.i
II. I'. I. ink.
country. Denver News.
gold in a gold dollar Is worth 100 cents
simply because the government will
make a dollar out of it, and will not .1. W. riemiuit.
ANOTHER THEORY.
treat silver In the same way. Los An- II. ni.Ahrahuui.
I.nrenx,
A Gold-UPap.it Km Marie a Great Dis- geles Expresa
Frank Wrlifhl,
covery,
W. II.KII mrii.

sessions.

Anglo-America-

I'roliate .ludiré
Treasurer
I'roliate Clerk
Sherltr
Collector
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
l omiuissiouer
Commissioner
Scliisil Superintendent
CITY

Mayor

Treasurer
Clerk
Attorney
Marshal

uf

The New York Evening Post has

an-

other theory to account for the recent
exports of gold and the threatened re-

sumption of that process. It says that
the paper currency issued by the government is redundant, and that it Is
one of the elemental truths of economical scieneo that when the volume of
money is redundant a portion of it will
Vo sent out of the country that portion w hich ia acceptable to foreigners.
Without stopping to examine too
closely the phrase about "economical
science" no two of the "scientists'
agreeing with each other we may be
pormltted to ask for light with respect
to tho statement that "the volume of
money Is redundant"
Redundant iu
proportion to what? To the population
and business of the country? Not at
all; for it "is one of the A B C's" of
economics that the inevitable and infallible Blgn of inflation redundancy
is an abnormal rise of prices and
values. Are there any such signs in
this country at this time? Not one
anywhere.
We may concludo, thereforo, th it our
volume of money is not rcdiuulual u .

urni-n-

Treasurer
Auditor

Nut Drill Out
Thomas 0. Merrill, of Montana, who
is acknowledged as the father of the
bimetallic union, in a recent interview
sal: "It is a mistake to harbor any
idea that silver is dying out The gold
papers will say that, of course, but
they ate mistake. I believe we are
constantly gaining ground. I know
that it is so in the Mississippi valley.
We are constantly organizing the free
silver element, and we find that the
people are with us, and that they
will vote next year for the party which
makes a straight declaration for silver
and puts up a straight silver man."
Colorado' Gold Output.

IK)

C.

A

III) OF IMMTATION.

Wm. Itralnn.

Hcnnctt,

It. I.. I'owel.
COI'M'II.MKS.

M. K. White.

Martin Malier

Jus. Glllett.

Geo. D. Jones.

rtllK IIKPAKTMKNT.

Chief
8t. George Itol ill son
Assistant Chief
Oordun Ilrndlcy
U.
Hose
Co.
(,'. C. Whllelilll
Foreman, It.
Forenvm, J. W. 1'. Hose Co
Stwve I hie
W. I'. Loren. Fori man. Hook and LuddcrCo,
Sliver City Tost O III re.
dully except Sunday from 8 a. in

O lice open
to 7 p. in.

Open Sundays from 8 to 8:80 n. m and one
hour after arrival of railway mall.
M mey or 'er depart meiit open ('ally except
Sundays from H a. in. to tl p.m.
r,
Mall closes for Fort Bayard, Central.
Georgetown uud all railroad (joints dulHun-ove-

This year it is estimated that Coloat;:") a. m.
rado's gold output will be between ly Mall
closes for Mogollón and all Intermedi7,000,000 and $3,000,000 more than last ate poluto ut Ha. in., Mondays, Wednesdays
uud Fridays.
year's output, which was 811,
Mall closes for I'lnos Altos dally except
AH of which shows that Colorado, the ! m1uysiu:i:;(o p. in.
from the east, west und south
great silver state, leads every state in Mail arrives
i
at i p. in.
the union in the production of gold, ally
Mill arrives from Moirollon and Intermedíand shows Its percentage of increase ate points at 7 a. in., Wednesdays, Fridays
sud Sundays.
over the other gold producing sta'a.
Mall arrives from Pinos Altos dully except
Tinier
Biindays 'it U::iu a. in.
Denver
I,. A "'i:fv
i.
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PROFESSIONAL
BAIL

ONE LAWYER'S WAY.

CARDS.
ATTENTIVE

re Play Kavendrnpper with Legal
Brother.
Dully
Women
Scores
Who
Two Paris
.Feed
"I had an experience that has taught
of Them.
A lady who lives near the Jardín des ine a lesson," said a small tradesman,
Plantes, or old Parisian zoo, is u provi- according to the New York World. "Recently 1 had a business transaction with
dence to the stray cuts of her neighborhood. She feeds daily a hundred ut the a man, and as it seemed to me that I

& ANCHETA,

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Will practice in nil tlio courts of tlie territory. Oflice corner Texas and
Hjrtng streets.
SILVER CITY
N, m.
& BARNES,

FIELDER

TO CATS.

Ilercy wine market, where they are allowed to live in the cellars. This lady
South
believes in the transmigration of voids,
of Rroudwuy,
8ILYEK CITY
N. M. and says she feels as if she was formerly incarnate in a woman who liuted
A
animals. Her extreme sensibility to
II. HARLLEE.
A.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
their sufferings is, she also feels, the
District Attorney for Counties of Grant
punishment meted to her. She has in
and Sierra.
an outhouse a number of mutilated and
SILVER CITY
N. M.
ick cats that she rescued.
Another lady attends to the cats In
MIM M. GINN,
the Taláis de Justice, the Central marATTORNEY AT LAW. '
Will practico In all the Courts of
the kets, the prefecture of police and the
Sorbonne. There are 30 cats at the
Territory.
SILVER CITY
N. M. Palais de Justice. They ere in the habit
of being regularly fed. When anything
WILLIAMS & GILBERT,
prevents their benefactress coming in
PHYSICIANS ANJ) SURGEONS.
the nick of time they go out to meet
Oflice over Jackson's Drug
tore.
her, and follow her to the court at the
Residence on Yankee St.
west side of the palais. A number of poSILVER CITY
jj. M. licemen witness her arrival, and help.
She is pleased to think that she has
awakened a spirit of humanity in the
SECRET SOCIETIES.
I) A.M.
police force. Policemen who know her
iC,y
"iPter. No. 3. MjihoiiIc are loth to destroy cats, or to
them
lililí. S'irr
on
convocations
3d Wedncs- on to vivlsectors.
- .A" '"munitions
invited to at end. '""".V1E, M. YotWu H. I'.
I'erry II. Lady, Hec'y,
AT LAW
Olllco on Arizona Btree

,B

Giving Credit.

P. & A. M.
r Lltywfi,MlK0 Nft
Ml'tM 111 Mason- iiriini
I In rsday
un
evenlnii
or before the
each month. All vlsitln brothers
Inv'led to
8- -

tt,&B.LA,,V.Sec'v,.,'INfinM'K,t-W-A1-

The customs surrounding the giving
of credit differ widely in different countries. In Italy credit is given only on
undoubted security; in Cuba five
months after delivery. In the Bermudas settlements are annual.
In
Austria It Is impossible to do business
without givinjr a year's credit ; in England settlement is counted upon every
s
three months; In Spain
of
the business is dono on a cash basis;
Turkish and Russian credit averages
12 months;
In China credit is unknown, and 30 days is the rule In

'

'

A E. S.
V.SII ver City Chiipter No. 3. O.
8. Moms
every 1st and ad i uesdiiy la tai-- E moniii
ut.
Hull. Miss. Mav H. (j.tDius. w. M.
Mus. Nki.i.v H Lady,

had been swindled 1 made up my mind
to go to luw about it. A friend recommended me to a young lawyer, aud I
went downtown to see him. I found I
was in one of those little nests of ofticcs
which young lawyers occupy in paiis
for the sake of economy. The front
part was used In common, while the
rear was partitioned off Into two private ofllces. When my turn came the
door of the private oflice was left open,
us there was no one but the other lawyer in the outer room.
"The lawyer listened to me carefully,
asked a number of questions, and when
I got through he jumped up, blapped
me on the back, grasped my hand, and
Miid I had a perfect case. There wag not
the slightest doubt as to my recovering
damages in full. I told him I would
think the matter over before taking any
action.
"As I was passing through the main
oflice on my way out the other lawyer
took me aside and said he wished I
would give him the name and address
of the man I was thinking of bringing
the action against. 'You see,' he explained, 'I happened to overhear all you
said to my friend about the matter in
dispute, and I'm so convinced that your
opponent has the best of the argument
froma legal standpoint thatl would lik
to have him for a client.' A3 soon as I
reached home I wrote to my lawyer
t hat I had decided not to bring anji
suit,"

four-fifth-

I 0. O.K.
1. Jus L. RldK('ly Encampment No. I. meets
the Sd and 41 h Wednesdays of e
Vtaltliw patriarchs cord hílíy Invited,
f. G. Hell.Hcrl.(JK'"UiKK,m,i,!,ON- - '
t). E.
...
. . .
1. lui.,K,
...1..
.......y TIIV
..Ml II
l.Ul()i,
AO. I.L nM,(i lit fililí
rt'iuiw hum. Thursday evenings.
Mui
niu uruer coruiltliy nvltud In l.
Ñ ,
tend. ,..
), G, HUM
G.
1
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Tlberliii' riesnore Gallery.
Divers In the Lake of Neml, near

r

have found at the bottom of the
lake, 80 feet from the shore, the pleasure galley In which Emjieror Tiberius
held his orgies. It still seems to be
decorated with bronzes and Mosaics.
They have brought up bronze heads,
u wolf and lion, targels with Inscriptions and rings for the docks. Cardinal
Colonna tried without success to recover the galley In the 15th century,
and another attempt was made at the
beginning of this century, when some
large bronze nails were brought up.
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S. Tiffany Lode No.
W"".
'V,
Mt'l'i'i.i.oi'H. N.G.
MlHsMAMlKlloi.soN.Sec'y.

L' OK P.

A Meets 2d and 4th Tuesdii y nights of ph.Ii
iiiuiiin.Hi iianK It
n. Vlslllior Knl,'lit
W. A. Oashman.

A

o.

r.

K. R

Sí

C

S,

w.

A Meets on

t he 1st and 8d Suturd
ly of ouch
month,, lullow workmen
invited.
G. Iloiili. M. W.
A.
E. M v
i oi'nu. Rcc.
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Food of

O. It. M.

It Comanche trllm No II, m i t i it, Bink
lmildliiK hall, in l m even ijr ..f flrv un I
third Mondiiys In ciicli inonln.
J. E. i itk. Siichem.
L. E. Hum, G. or It.
T O. R. M.

At Mlniiclnliit coun.'ll No. I. meets ut Bank
uildinu hall on Hrstuitd third Wednosd ly
vu nlnx-- t In e.i Mi m ml li.
MÍSS
HOIK Cl.A VTOV.
MIsS llATl'IK WlllTKllll.l.. V, of

IWillimittt
I!.

nirdi

of Prey.

According to the agricultural department, 95 per cent, of the food of hawks,
owls, crows and blackbirds consists of
animals and insects far more dangerous to agriculture than the birds
themselves.' The corn eaten by the
crows is mostly waste corn, picked up
In the fall and winter. Cuckoos are
also found to be very useful to the
farmer.
I

AN OLD MAN'S EPITAPH.
Old Abigail Henderson Had No Confidence
III Alanlilnd.
One of Depew's stories at the Buffalo
club dinner which does not appear i:i

his reported speech was told by h'.:
friend Mr. Bishop, foralongtiuieprit.
dent of the New Haven rood, says t.ic
IJuffiilo Courier. "He is now," said
l)epev, "resting In his old age in
retirement and reflection upu..
the sins which are frequent with a ru
president. He told me the oth r
iluy that when he visited, for the lits
time in 00 years, the place of his bii tl .
he began to Inquire about the old
old maid, Abigail Henderson, vh
was his teacher in his early youth--befor- e
he went to the academy ui.,1
henee to Yale and, finding no roco. I
of her among the remiuiscenccs of the
town.wentto the churchyard and then1
discovered that she had erected a reir
uiscence of herself. It was a mom.-menon which was inscribed.
Ab
guil Henderson, died aged 00. Put yon r
I rust. In
e
the Lord and have no
In man.' If Abigail had been the
recipient of the honor you have
showered on me
she wouhl
have reversed that verdict. She'mfgM
not have expressed her doubt us to t!.e
Lord, but she certninly would have bci i.
reassured about ir.an."
--
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